Abstract: We present a technique for focusing inside scattering media that combines opticalcoherence-tomography (OCT) and wave-front-shaping (WFS). We use OCT as a non-invasive feedback for WFS optimization of a separate penetrating laser, based on light-induced thermalexpansions.
Introduction
In scattering media, such as tissue, randomly scattered light fields create random interference patterns, known as speckles, which can be manipulated by controlling the incident wave-front phase using modern high resolution spatial light modulators and deformable mirrors. Methods for focusing light through scattering media require a learning feedback process or phase conjugation to control the optical modes in the random media. [1, 2] . In coherence gating, the coherence properties of the source provide a mechanism for filtering out scattered light. The most widely used form of coherence gating is optical coherence tomography (OCT) [3] , which is capable of imaging at depths of a few millimeters inside tissue. Changes in the optical path exceeding the coherence length due to scattering events suppress the interference of scattered photons with a reference beam, whereas ballistic photons interfere strongly. The infra-red (IR) wavelength used in typical OCT, penetrates much deeper than visible light in scattering media such as tissue. Several methods have demonstrated enhanced depth of field and resolution in coherence gated imaging inside scattering media using wave-front shaping with the OCT scheme [4] .
In this work we integrate the two techniques, WFS and OCT, in a different way and with a different purpose in mind: we use OCT as feedback for wave front shaping optimization of an overlapping, penetrating laser, and not of the OCT source as previously implemented (see Fig. 1 ). We demonstrate a noninvasive feedback approach that relies on light-induced thermal expansion and deformation inside the media. Accordingly, absorption of light in the sample creates local heating and thermal expansion that deform the sample. Deformations are detected in the OCT image and are effectively used to modulate the illumination, control scattered light, and focus it into a specific region of interest (ROI).
The key reason for using OCT-based feedback in wave-front optimization is to achieve sensitive detection of deformations inside the sample. In order improve the sensitivity of the feedback, we measure translations of selected features with higher resolution than that given by the OCT using an interpolated cross correlation method [5] . Fig. 1 . Principle of the method and experimental setup: OCT imaging monitors the sample illuminated by a coincident green penetrating laser. Focusing of the green light on an absorber is attained by wave-front shaping using a SLM while monitoring deformations of absorbing targets in the OCT image.
Results
We demonstrate the ability to enhance light focusing, in a selected focal area inside the sample, using the thermal expansion feedback. For this demonstration a black polyester sewing thread sample faces the OCT at roughly 45 o . The 514nm laser passes through a diffuser, producing an intensity pattern on the sample. The wave-front optimization was implemented by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [6] . After the optimization, the speckle pattern was imaged using a backside camera. The enhanced focal region, depicted in Fig. 2(c) shows an enhancement of ~2, limited by optical speckle decorrelation and noise in the measurements. Our method exploits two mechanisms: coherence gating of ballistic photons and high penetrating wavelength in the IR range. Both mechanisms enable control over visible highly scattered light within the IR penetration of the OCT. Longer wavelengths are characterized by lower scattering both in Mie [7] and Rayleigh scattering regimes. Specific examples for scattering media in which longer wavelengths penetrate much deeper include human skin, the brain, and other biological tissues [8] .
Conclusions
We present a new wave-front shaping method for focusing through scattering media: OCT-enabled thermal expansion feedback. Proof of concept experiments demonstrate that laser-induced, reversible thermal expansion can be measured and used as a feedback mechanism for wave-front shaping optimization. Enhanced focusing of visible light is attained at depth of the coherent gated IR feedback. Hence, the method has potential for a new biomedical focusing/imaging modality in which the penetrating laser focuses energy on selected features inside scattering tissue, while being monitored and optimized dynamically using an OCT system. Potential bio-medical applications include photodynamic therapy.
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